PROGRAM NAME
Information About Me
Gender (Circle One): Male

Female

Grade: _________

Are you part of a Military Family? (Circle One): Yes
Race & Ethnicity (Circle all that apply): White

County: _________________________

No

African-American or Black

Number of Years in 4-H: ___________________
Asian

American Indian

Pacific Islander

Hispanic ethnicity

Answer the questions below by putting an “X” in the box.
Strongly
Disagree

Because of

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Project Achievement…….
I am more confident speaking in front of
people.
I am better at preparing a presentation.
I learned more about my topic.
I am better at giving presentations.
I know the three parts of a presentation.

TURN OVER PLEASE →

Cantwell, 2015

PROGRAM NAME
Bullying Vocabulary—the Basics

TRUE / FALSE QUESTIONS

DRAW A LINE from each word to the correct definition.
Answer the questions below by putting an “x” in the box.

Victim
Bystander
Bullying
Bully
Physical, Verbal,
Emotional/Social,
Cyber
The most important thing
I learned from this
program….

Someone who hurts, humiliates,
or harasses others on purpose
Types of Bullying
The target of bullying
Someone who sees bullying
happen
Hurting, humiliating, or harassing
another person on purpose

True False

Broilers are Georgia’s # 1 agricultural product /
top commodity.
Agriculture is the largest industry in the United
States.
Onions are Georgia’s official state crop.
Georgia produces almost half of the nation’s peanuts.
I learned about jobs in the field of agriculture.

ANTI-CRAM EXAM
CIRCLE the correct answer for each question below.
1. The best way to reduce
text anxiety is:

Stay up all
night
cramming

Allow plenty of
time to study

Don’t study

2. If you don’t have everything you need to study,
you should:

Smoke a
cigarette

Hope for
the best

Ask your
teacher for
suggestions

3. A good way to reduce
stress before taking a test
is:

Take some
deep breaths

Drink tons of
coffee

Wake up late

THANK YOU!

One thing I would
change about this
program…...

Cantwell, 2015

